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by default, abaqus uses the 'file' directive for the solution and not the '-d file' option. so, to change this, you need to pass the '-d' option to abaqus. this can be done
using the options, '-d' or '-s'. if you are using the version that comes with abaqus, you do not have to install any fortran compiler. abaqus comes with a compiler. if

you need to install a different compiler, then you will need to install the intel c compiler. the abaqus 6.13 was released on 1 january 2019. it is the latest version and
comes with the following major improvements: new data management application new integration tools enhanced data and analysis toolkit enhanced visualization
enhanced c++ development i want to model underwater explosion in abaqus. there is an example in abaqus help by the name of 9.1.3response of a submerged

cylinder to an underwater explosion shock wave which is very similar to what i'm trying to model. the problem is that i apply incident wave(planer/spherical/undex)
on the both structure and acoustic medium but i couldn't submit the model and it says the model attributes wave formulation type must be set when using an

incident wave interaction (int-1 for example) 1) i have a bar that is part of an assembly. the bar is made of 2 layers and the thickness of each layer is 3mm. the bar
is part of an assembly, which is part of a larger assembly. there are other bars and other members in the assembly that are also part of the assembly. i tried to

make the assembly a solid that is 2 x 3mm. it does not work and gives me a message about the solid model not being a solid. i am running abaqus 6.13.1. i tried to
change the word "solid" to "solid_included" or "solid_included_and_interfaced". i tried using all the options but it still gives me the same error message. what should

i do?
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hi, i would like help getting started using abaqus 6.13. i'm programming in.net, so i am wanting to use that for the code. i've already created a model, but i'm stuck
at trying to get the model to move. i'm using visual studio 2019 (community), and i'm using the wxpython ide for the ui. i am using "mesa" for the visualizer, and i
believe i have managed to get the ui showing the model. i am stuck at the point of trying to move the model around. can you help me get started, or point me in

the right direction? thanks! p.s. thanks in advance! hi! i have a 2d structural analysis model of a modified suv. i want to create a 3d program that can solve for the
deflections and forces in the body. i need help with the software that i use. i use abaqus 6.13, -cae-5.0-2016-03-30-win64.zip hi all. i m new to abaqus. i am

currently doing research on modelling and analysing a structural system consisting of a concrete slab being subjected to an earthquake load.the system has many
non-uniform finite elements.the materials are concrete and steel reinforcement, and steel columns. i would like to use the hyperelastic constitutive model of

concrete.would you be able to help with anything?thank you. iam modelling and analysing a simply supported rc slab with abaqus cae through concrete damaged
plasticity. the results show poor curve beyond the elastic region. the load vs central deflection graph shows very low curve at plastic region, which is far away when

compared to experimental test result.i have tried many options for tensile behavior but still give poor results. i have modeled concrete material using c3d8r
elements and t3d2 truss elements for steel reinforcement which are embedded into concrete. 5ec8ef588b
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